From Good to Great
Input on Intentions Papers for “A Clean Growth Future for BC”
Background
B.C. has a mixed track record on climate action and clean growth. A cursory glance at B.C.’s latest inventory
shows a mere two per cent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) between 2007 and 2015 obfuscates
the successes, failures, challenges and opportunities within the province.

Renewable Cities focuses on solutions for community GHGs, half of B.C.’s total GHGs. B.C. has begun to measurably
bend building and waste sector GHG trajectories. In B.C. and Canada, transport GHGs are the largest source of
emissions and continuing to rise. (B.C. Government 2015 Inventory, 2017)

B.C. is, in fact, making steady progress decarbonizing buildings, largely attributable to electricity
decarbonization and building efficiency improvements. The BC Energy Step Code—arguably one of the world’s
most innovative building codes—bodes well for future progress in this sector. Significant reductions in waste
GHGs speak volumes about provincial landfill regulation and local action on landfill management and organic
waste diversion. While much more work is needed in both these sectors, the trendlines are going in the right
direction.
The intensity of climate action and diversity of best practices by local governments across B.C. is unmatched
anywhere in Canada, potentially North America. This leadership was largely elicited by the collective localprovincial commitment to the Climate Action Charter and the world’s first requirement for local government
GHG targets.
The sheer size and continued growth of road-based transportation GHGs, however, is the result of diverse
market and social forces. Moreover, the province has steadily increased spending to expand road supply,
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outstripping the ratio of spending on public transit.1 Local government land use plans have, in tandem,
steadily contributed to the growth in the size of B.C.’s total vehicle stock and driving distances.
The proposed long-term clean growth strategy and intentions papers suggest B.C.’s performance could
improve. Laudably, this approach endeavours to link climate action with economic opportunity and clean
growth. It also identifies a range of policy instruments that suggest GHG emissions trajectories could bend
more steeply.
While a number of relevant sectors are yet to be explored through this consultation process, it is uncertain
that the measures proposed are sufficiently bold enough to put the province on a path to reaching its 2030
GHG emissions reduction targets.
A successful long-term clean growth strategy must:
1. Delineate policy priorities proportional to the province’s biggest challenges
2. Integrate strategies more fully with core B.C. social, economic and environmental imperatives
3. Catalyze interest and action of a broader suite of key provincial sectors such as local governments,
affordability and seniors housing constituencies and the forest products sector
4. Capture the imagination of British Columbians with signature, transformative strategies
5. Crystalize a full, coherent, and multi-sectoral plan in a timely manner, albeit with opportunities for
iterative development
B.C. is in an enviable position with significant support for action across diverse sectors and geographies and
on all sides of the legislature. It will be inadequate to have a partial set of good strategies that might limp past
the 2030 milestone. British Columbia is ready for a great plan.
The steadily rising trend line of social, economic and ecological costs associated with fires, floods, erratic
weather, forest insect infestations, and unhealthy energy, building, and transportation systems underscore
the imperative for deeper emission reductions than currently envisioned. They also emphasize the urgency
for action on adaptation.
Renewable Cities, an initiative of Simon Fraser University’s Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue, is focusing its
comments on community energy and emission activity, specifically the “Clean Transportation Intentions
Paper” and the “Clean, Efficient Buildings Intentions Paper”.
We suggest priorities that drive clean growth and deep GHG emissions reductions in communities while
strengthening resilience and prosperity.

Framing the Clean Growth, Climate Action Agenda
Buttressing the Pillars of the Clean Growth Future
The Intention Papers’ success in taking B.C.’s climate agenda out of the atmosphere and genuinely linking it to
economic development and cleantech growth is commendable. From Sweden to Iceland to London, the

1

Boston, Alex et al, 2017. Growing Smarter: Cornerstones for Highly Prosperous Low Carbon Communities.
Real Estate Foundation of BC, pages 10-11.
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world’s most effective climate action agendas are not about climate change alone: they are inextricably linked
to economic and social priorities—GHGs reductions are a co-benefit.
Given the nature of B.C.’s GHG emissions profile and two of the biggest social and economic challenges facing
the province, the B.C.’s clean growth future should be buttressed with at least two mutually reinforcing
pillars, specifically:


Affordability: The cost of living is driving talent away from B.C. and will further undermine economic
opportunity unless addressed. Additionally, it will be impossible to cost effectively decarbonize the
housing sector and create affordable housing without addressing these problems together.
Unaffordability also undermines public political will for measures that reduce GHG emissions.



Transportation efficiency: Congestion in B.C.’s urban regions—Metro Vancouver, the Fraser Valley,
Greater Victoria, Greater Kelowna, Greater Nanaimo—is costly for families and businesses, and
particularly the freight sector and its supply chains. Efficient transportation systems, inextricably
linked to effective land use, are a major determinant of investor attractiveness for businesses,
institutions and individuals. Transportation is also the largest and most stubborn GHG sector and will
require special attention.

Evaluation and Optimization Criteria and Principles
It is unclear on what basis proposed actions are being selected. The clean growth strategy can benefit from
criteria and principles to prioritize, shape and optimize actions.

Criteria
The following are recommended criteria to evaluate, optimize and shape clean growth strategy actions.









GHG reductions
Full cost effectiveness
Housing and transportation affordability
Congestion management
Cleantech job creation
Climate change adaptive capacity
Civic infrastructure deficit management
Investor attractiveness

The implications of actions should be quantified on these criteria and optimized.

Principles
At the same time, the strategy should have principles that inform action development, specifically:


Build on B.C.’s successes and strengths, such as:
o Sectors such as cleantech, forest products, and local government/community climate action
o Policies such as six-storey wood building code, the Energy Step Code, provincial and local waste and
material management regulation and organic diversion, community Climate Action Charter and local
GHG target requirements, and local electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure building bylaws
o Innovations in tall wood buildings, battery and hybrid marine transport, biomass and district energy
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Transformative strategies as well as steady progress: In addition to methodical progress across many
sectors, an effective clean growth strategy requires some bold actions that capture the imagination of
British Columbians and have immense potential for deep reductions, such as:
o Establish B.C. as a global prefab high performance construction powerhouse, pivoting on the
softwood lumber trade war, creating high tech jobs in forestry communities, and manufacturing 21st
century homes for domestic and international markets.
o Establish B.C. as the continental king of advanced renewable fuels with biomethane and renewable
energy-derived hydrogen coursing through its existing natural gas distribution network.



A complete, quantified and comprehensive action plan: The clean growth strategy introduction and
intention papers indicate that, “the strategy will be a living document, continually updated and expanded
as new opportunities arise,” and that another round of intentions papers will be issued over 2019 with
further “topics for consideration” in 2020. Ongoing iterative development and detailed research and
planning is essential and commendable. It is, at the same time, necessary to articulate a complete and
comprehensive, multi-sectoral plan with well-defined strategies with sectoral and sub-sectoral targets.
Such a plan should quantify emission reductions and identify full costs, benefits, and co-benefits. It
should also convey an understanding of emission gaps yet to fill. This full, living plan should be
articulated by 2020 while allowing a wide swath of actionable priorities to be introduced starting
immediately in fall 2018. Failing to deliver a comprehensive, actionable plan will hamper effective action
prioritization, mobilization, implementation and research priority identification.



Balancing spending with leveraging, lending and diverse legislation: While spending must figure
prominently in an effective clean growth strategy, there is huge potential to deliver a cost-effective plan
that leverages action and spending from diverse sectors of society and the economy. Because so many
energy efficiency measures have good returns, innovative lending instruments can be lower cost tools
that effectively meet policy objectives. Diverse fiscal tools should complement diverse regulatory ones.

Clean Transportation Intentions Paper Input
Many potential actions outlined in the Clean Transportation Intentions Paper have merit and require greater
definition to ensure effectiveness. Renewable Cities provides greater definition in the “Comments on
Intentions” in each major action area. “Intentions Paper Gaps” outlines key actions that were omitted by the
Government of BC’s proposals.
These comments are preceded by a “Strategic Context” section with input to strengthen the overall approach
and cross-cutting effectiveness of the clean transportation agenda.

Strategic Context
Overarching Strategy
In B.C., nationally, and globally, the transportation sector is among the largest sources of GHG emissions and
continues to present the most stubborn challenges to climate policy. The few jurisdictions that have solidly
reversed growth in this sector have depended on four meta approaches.
The intentions paper addresses two of them:
●
●

Decarbonizing fuels
Improving vehicle efficiency
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Two other meta approaches must prominently feature in a successful clean transportation agenda:
●
●

Reducing driving distances (total vehicle km travelled)
Diversifying modes

These four approaches inform California’s successful integrated transportation policies. The latter two heavily
depend on local government action on integrated transportation and land use supported by sustained senior
government investment in transit.

Performance Indicators
A clean growth transportation strategy requires clear performance indicators and targets to effectively shape
policy development, guide and monitor progress. They should be linked to GHG targets with interim
milestones, e.g. 2020, 2025, 2030, etc. Indicators should include:
●
●
●
●

Total and median commuting distances, exhibiting steady reductions in urban regions and provincially
Transportation mode shifting, with steady increases in active and transit shares
Zero emissions vehicle (ZEV) sales share
Renewable fuel share in heavy-duty trucking

Support for Cleaner Vehicles
Comments on Intentions


ZEV PST Incentives + Feebates: The province should introduce a PST exemption on all zero emission
vehicles including bicycles, electric bikes, and commercial and household infrastructure for cycling, bike
storage and EV-charging infrastructure. The province should evaluate legislation that signals a long-term
commitment to introduce rising fees based on fossil fuel consumption either through basic insurance
and/or on new automobile sales.



ZEV Standard: The province should adopt a requirement for all automakers to provide ZEVs to the B.C.
market, requiring auto dealerships to have them on lots. For example, B.C. could adopt a straightforward
sales percentages with a specific allocation to affordable ZEV options. B.C. should follow California’s
target, which will drive market changes in that EVs will comprise a 40 per cent share of sales. The
legislation should include a phase out for internal combustion engines for passenger vehicles.



ZEV Ecosystem: The province should develop a robust ecosystem to support EV market transformation
by adopting these policies:
o EV-charging infrastructure requirements for all new building types
o EV incentives for ride hailing and car sharing services
o Guidelines and incentives for local governments to provide on street parking discounts, and
preferential parking for car share vehicles and personal ZEVs
o Incentives for publicly accessible EV-charging infrastructure at retail/work destinations, parking lots
o Expand the Specialty Use Vehicle Incentive Program, which supports the purchase of clean heavyduty vehicles, buses, transport trucks, motorcycles and heavy equipment, to include electric bicycles
and electric charging and renewable refueling infrastructure at ports, service yards and truck stops
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Intentions Paper Gaps


Renewable Roadways and Blueways Network: Explore the potential of a renewable-fueling network
across strategic highways and coastal waterways, working collaboratively with gas and electric utilities
and neighbouring jurisdictions. This would involve electric vehicle-charging infrastructure and biofuel
refueling stations for freight and heavy-duty activity. Freeways from Vancouver to California, Calgary and
Prince George and from Prince Rupert to Edmonton could support compressed renewable natural gas
(RNG)—and potentially biodiesel—fueling stations. This could be facilitated by working with the Pacific
Coast Collaborative (Washington, Oregon and California) and the Government of Alberta. BC Ferries
could develop EV charging for a share of its fleet, where appropriate, and longer routes could be
converted to compressed or liquified RNG blueways where electric drive trains are not feasible. Marine
refueling facilities could potentially serve other marine transport users.

Support for Cleaner Fuels
The Community Renewable Natural Gas Opportunity
Renewable Cities estimates local governments could generate about six petajoules of renewable natural
gas annually from feedstocks over which they have significant influence, cutting GHGs in the order of one
million tonnes. Local governments are well-positioned to generate RNG, as:
●
●
●
●
●
●

They manage key feedstocks, including existing landfills, liquid waste, and organic residential and
industrial, commercial, and institutional solid waste.
They are well-positioned to work with key players such as local feedstock managers (e.g. farmers, food
processors, private sector waste haulers), utilities, and other players.
They often have land and facilities, e.g. landfills and sewage treatment centres, that are ideal for RNG
development.
They have adopted ambitious GHG reduction, waste, and renewable energy targets.
Many are investing in infrastructure to manage organic diversion, driven by solid waste management
and climate change goals.
Many have a good understanding of utilities, managing solid and liquid waste, and water.

There are real yet resolvable knowledge, technical, and policy hurdles to overcome to realize this potential.

Comments on Intentions


Low Carbon Fuel Standard: The province should extend the low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) to all mobile
and stationary consumption and increase its requirement to 15 per cent by 2030. The Government of BC
should consider raising the LCFS to 20 per cent when it reviews the standard in 2020.



Mobile Heavy-Duty Sustainable Renewable Fuels Tax Exemption: Many leading biofuel jurisdictions
have tax exemptions: all Nordic countries, for example. Because there are superior sustainable fuel
options for small vehicles, such as electrification, it would be appropriate to explore exemptions
dedicated to heavy-duty vehicles.



Focused Renewable Fuels Agenda: The Government of BC should focus scarce resources on key priorities
to decarbonize key sub-sectors of transportation (as well as sub-sectors of industrial and building
sectors). Most smaller vehicles, for example, have lower cost, more sustainable options, such as
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electrification. Renewable transportation fuels policy support (e.g. renewable natural gas and biodiesel)
should be focused for the short and medium-term on heavy-duty vehicles, as is being done in leading
climate action jurisdictions, such as the Nordic countries. B.C. has unique advantages to generate
renewable hydrogen, notably during periods of off-peak electricity demand with its abundant supply of
low carbon (hydro) electricity. This could accelerate the decarbonization of industrial and building
sectors, whose GHGs are dominated by natural gas. (See fuller “Renewable Hydrogen” discussion below.)


Renewable Fuels Centre of Excellence: The Government of BC should support a “Renewable Fuel Centre
of Excellence” focusing on commercialization and hurdling immediate technical and policy barriers. To
maximize impact, the Centre of Excellence must consider the strategic role of local government. (See
Community RNG Opportunity.) Key research priorities should include:
o Small-scale RNG purification
o Biogas hydrogenation, increasing RNG productivity and converting CO2 to methane
o Digestate, fertilizer, and compost processing options and quality and safety controls

Intentions Paper Gaps
●

Community Renewable Natural Gas Agenda: Given the significant local government generation potential,
the Government of BC should evaluate a suite of mutually reinforcing policies to overcome technical and
policy barriers for local government RNG generation, including:
○ Source-separated organic standard: A major barrier to community biomethane development is that
feedstock management is widely distributed and insecure. Bioenergy plants require guaranteed
feedstock supplies over the long term. This can be overcome with a provincial requirement for organic
solid waste to be source separated by all waste haulers (local government and private sector
operators), in all sectors (single detached, multifamily, commercial, institutional), with a tipping
feebate based on GHG intensity of the management approach at final destination (e.g. landfill–high
fee; basic centralized composting–moderate incentive; renewable natural gas–high incentive).
Through fiscal tools, regulations or both, organics should eventually be eliminated from landfills.
While B.C. is one of North America’s sustainable waste management leaders, other jurisdictions are
acting more decisively in this regard: Quebec and Ontario are banning organics in landfills; and
California has a landfill tipping fee surcharge to curb landfill methane and encourage biofuels.
○ Waste to Biofuel Standard: There is a compelling business case for bioenergy from source-separated
organics immediately in urban regions where there are significant feedstock concentrations. The
Government of BC should explore requirements for RNG generation in existing medium to large
landfills and all new sewage treatment facilities, and bioenergy generation in medium to large urban
regions for source-separated organics. In regions with lower volumes of solid and liquid waste,
regional governments and municipalities managing solid waste should be required to evaluate RNG
generation options, including the aggregation of feedstocks with other key sectors, e.g. commercial
food processors or farmers. This standard could be phased in by first requiring all local governments
to evaluate the feasibility of using waste for RNG or other bioenergy options, including the conversion
of landfill biogas combined heat and power to RNG.
○ Planning Support: While local governments with large solid and liquid waste and material
management roles would typically have revenue to evaluate options, smaller municipalities may not.
The Government of BC should evaluate the value of planning grants for small communities to evaluate
and plan for RNG (or biodiesel) generation from organic solid and liquid waste, potentially in
collaboration with other regional feedstock managers.
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○

○

●

Feedstock Aggregation: The RNG generation opportunity can be strengthened by reducing barriers to
feedstock aggregation, such as permitting greater shares of aggregation of agricultural feedstocks
from different sources and aggregation with appropriate municipal organic feedstocks. Additional
measures are necessary to simultaneously address health and safety and farmland preservation.
RNG Interconnection Incentives: Evaluate incentives to connect biomethane (RNG) purification plants
to distribution networks and consumers, for example:2
■ Pipeline Interconnections: Connect RNG plants to distribution networks through short
interconnection pipelines, following California’s example.
■ Virtual Pipelines: Connect RNG plants to distribution networks by compressing or liquifying the
gas and transporting it by truck trailer.
■ In Situ Fueling Stations: Where appropriate, re-fuel heavy-duty trucks at RNG plants directly
instead of a fueling station connected to the distribution network.

Renewable Hydrogen Generation and Integration: Permit 10-15 per cent of gas in distribution networks
to be comprised of renewable hydrogen and work with BC Hydro and the private sector to enable the
opportunity. B.C. has abundant low carbon electricity, which it sells at low to negative costs during the fall
and spring, and, at times, simply spills excess water from reservoirs. This electricity can be used to
electrolyze water, stripping off hydrogen that can be injected into the existing pipeline distribution
network and blended with natural. A number of European jurisdictions use excess renewable power to
generate renewable hydrogen, e.g. Germany. The U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory undertook
a study concluding its feasibility and identified the key issues.3

Cleaner Transportation Systems
Comments on Intentions
●

Shared Personal Mobility: The province should increase efficient utilization of vehicles through car and
bike shares, carpooling supports like park and rides, and eventually shared autonomous vehicles.
○ This deployment by the Government of BC should be done in tandem with local government fiscal
measures such as free car share parking, strategic space allocation, and measures that encourage
complete, compact, and connected neighbourhood development. Neighbourhood density and
diversity establish the business case for shared mobility.
○ Support the proliferation of successful B.C.-based car sharing models by exempting operators from
PST. Introduce an escalating fuel tax rebate for operators that meet fleet efficiency benchmarks.
○ Establish a framework for ride hailing and autonomous vehicles (AV) that prioritizes shared electric
personal mobility and avoids the substantial risk posed by both technologies to grow provincial
GHGs.4 Implement occupancy-based fees for zero and single-passenger trips to incent passenger
pooling. Establish emission standards for ride hailing and AV fleets, using best practice benchmarks.

2

All of these are done in California with various policy mechanisms for support, notably a pipeline interconnection
incentive. See: Parker, Nathan et al., 2017. “Renewable natural gas in California: An assessment of the technical
and economic potential”, Energy Policy, 111, Pages 235-245.
3
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2013. Blending Hydrogen into Natural Gas Pipeline Networks: A
Review of Key Issues.
4
See Shared Mobility Principles for Livable Cities: https://www.sharedmobilityprinciples.org/
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●

Stable transit investment supported by integrated land use planning: Transit investment is laudable but
limited in effect unless the following priorities are acted upon:
○ Investments in large, medium, and small sized urban regions must be connected to supportive
regional and local land use planning. Specifically, transit service and type of infrastructure (e.g. minibus, articulated bus, light rail transit, etc.) should reflect accepted residential and employee density
thresholds. BC Transit has acknowledged, commendably, the importance of integrating infrastructure
planning with land use in its Strategic Plan 2030.5 There are a variety of guidelines to support
integrated land use and transportation planning in Ontario and recently released by TransLink.6
○ B.C. road investments must focus on safety rather than expanding supply. While transit spending has
steadily increased since British Columbia adopted its first climate plan, it has been dramatically
outpaced by road and bridge subsidies oriented towards increasing supply.
○ Large infrastructure investments must explore diverse transit and land use scenarios to optimize
investment for congestion management, affordability and GHG management.
○ Long term, predictable senior government transit investment should be extended to local government
at a regional scale based on shared integrated land use and transportation plans that cut congestion,
commuting distances and personal transport GHGs, as practiced in Oregon and California.7

Greater Vancouver’s $8.5 billion transit investment will have a modest GHG impact. To drive GHG
reduction, congestion management, and affordability, long-term transit investment can be better
integrated with land use plans.

5

BC Transit, BC Transit Strategic Plan 2030, https://bctransit.com/*/corporate-reports/strategic-plan-2030
See TransLink’s Transit Service Guidelines; Ministry of Transportation of Ontario Transit Supportive Land Use
Guidelines for all communities; and Metro Lynx's Mobility Hub Guidelines for Greater Toronto and Hamilton.
7
California’s Sustainable Communities Strategies and Oregon’s Sustainable Transportation Initiative are
discussed in Growing Smarter by the Real Estate Foundation of BC.
6
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TransLink’s analysis of the Mayors’ Vision shows the largest expenditures have a relatively small impact on shifting
modes and reducing driving distance – the Vision’s two primary objectives and also the two primary determinants
of personal transport GHGs. They are strongly linked to land use. (TransLink, 2014, Analysis of Mayor’s Vision in
Regional Transportation Investment Appendices)

●

Triple A (All Ages and Abilities) Cycling Strategy: Establish a provincial cycling strategy with an annual
$35 million investment for support in “triple A” infrastructure. If prioritized for areas intensifying mixedused development, this will result in measurable modal shifts. This action would create North America’s
largest region with robust bike infrastructure and sub-national bike strategies (Washington and Oregon
already have such strategies). The strategy should also:
○ Promote cycling through awareness, behaviour change, and marketing programs, and address
automobile driver education.
○ Support the provision of bike sharing services in higher density small and large communities and
electric bicycle mobility more generally.
○ Financing should leverage from communities a commitment to active travel—walking and cycling—
infrastructure in all greenfields, financed by new development.
○ Extend commercial tax credits for bike infrastructure investment by businesses (e.g. parking, end of
trip facilities).

●

Sustainable Ferries System: There are multitudes of opportunities to cut passenger costs and carbon in
the BC Ferries system beyond simply implementing electric, hybrid or centralized renewable natural gas
drive ferries—all of which should be explored. The following actions are recommended:
○ Electric or hybrid passenger service: On routes or networks with multiple ferries, shift a share of
ferries to passenger-only, utilizing electric or hybrid ferries. On some routes, terminals for passengeronly services may be appropriately relocated downtown, e.g. Victoria, Vancouver and Gibsons, to
permit better transit, active travel and shared mobility access. These lower cost ferries would be
faster and could measurably cut personal vehicle GHGs and alleviate frustrating, congestion
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○

●

bottlenecks such as on Vancouver’s North Shore and in the Massey Tunnel. Such ferries may be the
single smartest fleet investment, preparing BC Ferries for a future with lower automobile ownership,
displaced by shared autonomous vehicles.
Multi-modal terminals: Enable terminals to better transition to multi-modal hubs to reduce personal
vehicle dependence, somewhat like Vancouver’s Waterfront Station. The three busiest crossings
alone accommodate 4.5 million vehicles annually, generating significant GHGs to and from terminals:
■ Work with BC Transit and TransLink to improve transit service at terminals, facilitate improved
bicycle hauling capabilities of buses (trailers and racks) and continue strengthening cycling
infrastructure from terminals into surrounding communities
■ Incent car and bike sharing, car rental, and pooled ride hailing services at ferry terminals

Reduce Road Subsidies to Shift Freight and People to More Efficient Modes: Reduce the comprehensive
subsidies provided to roads, shifting a greater share of freight from road to more efficient rail systems.
This will also shift people from single passenger vehicles to shared mobility, transit and active travel.

Intentions Paper Gaps
●

Equitable and effective cost-based driving: Explore diverse approaches to more equitably and effectively
finance driving use and risk.
○ Mobility Pricing: Explore approaches to phase in a province-wide mobility pricing strategy. Mobility
pricing can be a highly effective strategy for reducing congestion and GHGs. New Zealand, for
example, has recently recognized mobility pricing as a potential tool for alleviating congestion and
GHGs.8 B.C. should conduct a pilot for distance-based mobility pricing regimes, following California or
Oregon pilots.9 Depending on policy and program design, a mobility pricing regime should consider a
heavy discount for EVs, as successfully implemented in Norway.
○ “Pay-as-you-drive” insurance: Enable ICBC to introduce a distance-based insurance option and
potentially phase it in as the only option over time. Ontario has just introduced a pay-as-you-drive
(PAYD) option.

●

Community energy and emission inventory transportation sector enhancement: B.C.’s community
energy and emissions inventory initiative is a globally significant precedent. The building sector and
regional deforestation data are immensely valuable for community energy and emission planning and can
be iteratively improved over time. The transportation sector data requires significant improvement,
specifically generating vehicle kilometers travelled. This should be generated at the community scale in
small and medium-sized urban regions and at neighbourhood scale in large urban regions where
significant resources are allocated to planning transit and managing congestion. This may be done cost
effectively through Transport Canada by oversampling in the Canadian Vehicle Use Study, or by ICBC with
annual odometer readings during registration renewal. This latter option would complement PAYD
insurance, collecting readings for all vehicles whether they are enrolled in PAYD or not.

8

New Zealand Ministry of Transport, 2018. Auckland Transport Alignment Project,
https://www.transport.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Land/Documents/ATAP2018.pdf
9
See Oregon Department of Transportation’s “OReGO” program: http://www.myorego.org/about/
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Clean, Efficient Buildings Intentions Paper input
Many potential actions outlined in the “Clean, Efficient Buildings Intentions Paper” have merit and require
greater definition to ensure effectiveness. Renewable Cities provides greater definition in the “Comments on
Intentions.” “Intentions Paper Gaps” outlines key actions that were omitted.
These comments are preceded by a “Strategic Context” section with input to strengthen the overall approach
and cross-cutting effectiveness of the Clean, Efficient Buildings agenda.

Strategic context
Deep Integration: Clean Growth, Affordability, and Social Isolation
B.C. has a profoundly energy intensive building stock inherently linked to compromised affordability and
growing social isolation. Half of B.C. homes are single detached—the most energy intensive housing form—
and comprises 90 per cent of residential land. The biggest determinants of transportation GHGs are first, by
far, proximity to employment centres, followed by neighbourhood form. As such, single detached zoned
neighbourhoods also typically have the most GHG intensive transportation profiles. Transportation,
moreover, is the second largest household expenditure at 20 per cent of average household income in B.C.,
after housing, which is 30 per cent.

B.C. has a housing stock mismatched to its
demography. Deep GHG reductions, affordability and
social inclusion are highly synergistic strategies. (Data
Sources: Statistics Canada, 2017, BC Hydro PIE Model)
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At the same time, the vast majority of neighbourhoods with single detached homes in virtually every B.C.
community are hemorrhaging population and have never in history housed fewer people. Due largely to rapid
demographic change and limited housing diversity, occupancy rates in single detached homes are
plummeting, and per capita energy and emissions are steadily rising.
More than 60 per cent of households are comprised of just one or two people. As of the last census, there are
now more single-family homes occupied by one person than by three, four, or five occupants. The largest
cohorts are empty nesters and solo seniors. Many want to downsize but are not attracted to or simply do not
have alternative housing options. Many, notably solo seniors, are struggling with the high cost of living. A
disproportionately large share of one-person households suffer from social isolation with greater health risks
including physical inactivity, heart disease, depression and suicide.
To effectively address issues related to B.C.’s energy intensive housing stock, the housing and transportation
affordability crisis, seniors’ housing, and social isolation, we must address these issues together. Failing to
address these inherently related issues will result in higher costs and lower success rates. B.C. is not alone in
facing these crises—they afflict the rest of Canada and many countries around the world both in the Global
North and in the Global South. B.C.’s leadership can make an important global contribution.

Performance Indicators
A clean, efficient building strategy requires clear performance indicators and targets to effectively shape
policy development, guide and monitor progress. They should be linked to GHG targets with interim
milestones, e.g. 2020, 2025, 2030, etc. There are a number of standard indicators building energy policymakers traditionally apply for guiding improved building performance, such as energy intensity per square
metre and air tightness. These traditional building indicators should be augmented by per person (occupant)
GHGs per household by type, notably important for single detached category of housing.

Comments on Intentions
●

Energy Labelling Requirement: The province should develop a user friendly, accurate, standard energy
labelling program, requiring an accepted energy efficiency rating and disclosing it when the property is
listed for sale or rent.

●

Financial Incentives: The province should develop a new incentive program that would be used for
existing as well as new buildings. It notably should include and optimize on-bill financing. On-bill financing
could logically run through BC Hydro and other electricity distributors to minimize administrative costs.
The billing regime would permit a loan to be transferred with home title. Capital could come from a
“Clean Growth Home Loan” program (discussed below).

●

Stronger Codes and Standards: The province should build on its exemplary leadership in codes and
standards, rooted now in the BC Energy Step Code, specifically:
○ Minimum Energy Efficiency Requirements and Step Code Extension: The Government of BC should
increase minimum energy efficiency requirements in the B.C. Building Code in 2022 and 2027, and
expand the BC Energy Step Code to other building types such as institutional buildings, working
collaboratively with stakeholders.
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○

○
○

○

New code for Existing Buildings: The province should adopt and shape a new code for existing
buildings, including an emphasis on renovations that increase the number of households in low
occupancy single detached homes and lots.
Energy Efficiency Equipment Standards: Steadily strengthen standards for building equipment and
components, including boilers, windows, space and water heating technologies.
Carbon Performance: One of the most important measures to decarbonize new buildings stock would
be to establish clear carbon performance objectives within each step of the step code. These could be
backstopped by minimum mandatory requirements that are phased in over time. With its clean grid,
B.C. is well-positioned to be building zero carbon buildings for all new building types by the 2030s.
EV Charging Infrastructure Requirements: Establish requirements for EV-charging infrastructure in all
types of new residential and commercial buildings.

●

Low Carbon Buildings Innovation Program: The province should develop a program for manufacturers,
developers and builders with annual competitive calls in:
○ Research,
○ Commercialization
○ Demonstration

●

Training and Certification: The province should strengthen education, training, and certification for
students, professionals, and tradespeople, including:
○ Energy Renovation and Retrofitting Certification: Expand training opportunities and establish an
accreditation for certified energy renovation and retrofit professionals. This should include
professionals and trades with an understanding of the diverse options and cost implications of adding
additional households to existing homes, e.g. ground floor suites, laneway housing, and attached
accessory dwelling units.
○ Energy Step Code Training: Provide further funding for energy step code training, targeted to
professionals, trades and sub-trades.

Intention Paper Gaps
●

Resilient Renovation and Retrofit Program: With provincial and local government leadership, there is
immense potential to cost effectively increase the number of households in many single and semidetached homes and parcels by including secondary suites, attached accessory dwelling units, garden and
laneway suites, or the stratification of single detached homes. This strategy addresses GHG management,
affordability, seniors housing and social isolation.
○ Occupancy-Based Conservation Incentives: The province should extend energy conservation
incentives to households interested in renovations and retrofits that increase the number of
households in single and semi-detached homes and parcels.
○ Social Service Capacity Buildings: One of the biggest barriers to expanding some of these options is
seniors, notably solo seniors, who are not comfortable becoming landlords for the first time in their
lives. The Government of BC should work to build the capacity of social service agencies to offer new
programs that facilitate matching interested solo seniors, or match interested landlords to young
people. Social service agencies could potentially lease ground floors and backyards for secondary
suites and laneway housing that they would build and manage in agreement with landlords.
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Affordability + Climate Action 3 Rs: Re-imagine,

Classic Energy
Retrofit

Classic Retrofit +
Suite/Strata Coach

10% New Secondary Suites in BC’s Single Family Stock

Retrofit, Secondary New Single Detached
Suite/Strata + Coach Home or “Homeplex”

Occupancy

1960’s
Home

Rebuild!

Affordability / GHG Tonnes/
Person / Year**
Person

1
or

5.9

5.3

**Canadian national average existing building

3.4

1.8
1.2

Boston Consulting: Policy Design
Housing Illustrations: UBC CALP

If another 10% of single detached homes in B.C. were incentivized to have secondary suites, 85,000 new affordable
housing units could be created; another 85,000 households would have additional income; tens of thousands of solo
households could benefit from reduced social isolation; and a quarter million GHGs could be reduced annually.
These GHGs reduction estimates do not include transportation benefits that would be additional. These policies
would have no measurable impact on neighbourhood density which is plummeting in single detached
neighbourhoods due shrinking household size.

●

High Performance Prefab Wood Building Manufacturing: The province should create a policy context to
establish B.C. as a global powerhouse in high performance prefabricated construction, pivoting on the
softwood lumber trade war, creating high tech jobs in forestry communities, and manufacturing 21st
century homes for domestic and international markets. Moving building construction to the assembly line
can dramatically increase quality control and cut costs. Large shares of prefab construction are likely the
only way to get to the top of the BC Energy Step Code. This strategy will also help address a growing
labour shortage which would be exacerbated by a bold renovation and retrofit agenda. The industry can
construct all building types including tall wood, commercial office, multi-family, single detached, laneway,
as well as modular homes. Prefabricated panel construction to re-clad existing homes and buildings is
likely the most cost-effective approach for scaling deep energy retrofits. Shuttered mill sites in forestry
communities with good transportation infrastructure may be optimal plant locations. Various fiscal
tools—capital cost allowances; research, development and demonstration (RD&D) support through an
amped up and focused “Low Carbon Buildings Innovation” program; and public, affordable housing
projects—can help grow this industry. British Columbia is well positioned for this growth with a six-storey
wood construction code; a growing number of tall wood buildings; a sizeable constituency of visionary
engineers, architects, business people and policy makers; and a well-established forest products sector.

●

Secondary Suite Resilient Homes Standards: The following regulatory recommendations would increase
the resilience of B.C.’s housing stock, making important contributions to affordability, social isolation and
climate action. These policies could be phased in under a framework like B.C.’s exemplary voluntary
Adaptable Housing Standard and could subsequently be made mandatory. Secondary suites in singledetached homes typically cut per capita GHGs by 20-50 per cent.
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○

○

Secondary Suite Ready Homes Standard: The Government of BC should evaluate a requirement for
new single detached homes to be secondary suite ready with soundproof and fireproof wall and
ceiling assemblies, pre-wired/pre-plumbed for major appliances, and electrical sub-panels. This policy
is fundamentally about building a more resilient housing stock, adaptable to demographic and social
change, and meaningfully contributing to affordable housing. A homeowner is far more likely to put a
secondary suite into the market if it is easy to make a conversion.
Liveable Ground Floor and Garden Suite Standard: The province should evaluate options to reduce or
eliminate basements in single detached and semi-detached homes, increasing secondary suite
attractiveness for homeowners and prospective renters. This would typically involve an increase of 12 metre in the height allowance, an amount barely noticeable from the street. The City of North
Vancouver has established liveability policies to address this need. While rare in some municipalities
for diverse regulatory and social reasons, the share of secondary suites across B.C. is steadily growing
and as high as 40 per cent in some communities.

●

Clean Growth Home Loan Program: The province should investigate the development of a governmentbacked low interest loan to help capitalize retrofits and finance the upfront premiums associated with
certain technologies or approaches in higher levels of the step code in new construction. Backed by
government, financing could come from credit unions and banks and be just sufficiently high to cover
administrative costs (e.g. prime plus 0.5%). The financing should be structured so that builders and
developers do not have to confront the upfront costs of higher cost technologies in new construction, e.g.
heat pumps, of which home and building owners are the beneficiaries of lower energy bills. The loan
would be transferable on title and may be the most appropriate source of capital for on-bill financing
regimes. Ideally, this initiative would be undertaken by CMHC as it has a well-established administrative
system to support such financing; B.C. could be the pilot jurisdiction. There are diverse European and U.S.
precedents for green loans and mortgages.

●

One Hundred Thousand Heat Pumps Program: A focused program should be developed to deploy heat
pumps in existing and new homes. The largest source of housing GHGs is natural gas. Natural gas will
inevitably play a large role in home heating for a long time, primarily in existing homes. Natural gas can
steadily be displaced by renewable natural gas and will be increasingly used in the growing number of
district heating systems. The most cost-effective way to decarbonize most single-family and semidetached homes, as well as many townhouses, is through heat pumps. Heat pumps should also be playing
an increasingly important role in much new construction in these housing types. Incentives, low interest
“Clean Growth Loans” (discussed above), and training and education would all play important roles in
such a program. A number of jurisdictions (e.g. the U.K.) are taking a very similar approach.

For more information
Alex Boston
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Renewable Cities
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Visit http://www.renewablecities.ca for information on the Renewable Cities program.
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